Cute Chair; foldable and nestable chair.

Multi-Functional Products for Dynamic Spaces...

Cute Chair; with foldable seating, 4 legs with castors, functional & durable mechanism and ergonomic backrest
that can lean back. Seating is made of exclusive concave-cut sponge covered with 1st class fabric.

Easy Table; is an extraordinary alternative solution to hotels', corporations' or education centers' conference
rooms, seminar, meeting or education/training rooms that need dynamism and different set-ups.

It can be with or without armrest. Practical and aesthetic, it can be made-to-order with a variety of mesh and
fabric colors to choose from.

Easy Table is an ideal solution for areas that require constant setup and reformation. Through Easy Tables'
connection apparatus, they can easily be put together in various formats to offer different working environ
ments based on your need.

-

One-Touch System.
It is very easy to fold the tables.
Just one touch at the "Press" button and the desk
top folds on its own.

Save Room.
When not in use; Easy Tables can be nested
together to minimize the storage room needed.

Metal Embossed Front Panel
This stylish and aesthetic front panel is offered as optional to cover different needs.

Table Top Damper

Bookshelf

Connection Apparatus

Through the double hydraulic damper that is
placed under the desk, table top can easily and
safely be folded with one touch.

Offered as optional.

Easy Tables can easily be connected together to
form firm and stable setups based on the needed
format.

Metal Embossed Front Panel

Desktop Electric Outlet

Height Adjustable Wheels with Brake System

This stylish and aesthetic front panel is offered as
optional to cover different needs.

This aesthetic electric outlet is offered as optional
to cover the need to transfer electricity to tables
connected to eachother.

Wheels with brake system enable stabilization of
the tables at one spot. These wheels are also
adjustable by 15mm to adapt to floors that are not
straight.

Classrooms

Analysis Room

You can instantly connect Easy Tables together to form a classroom or a
seminar room format.

You can improvise a format to work together with your colleagues as a team.

Continuous education.

Executive Meeting

You can organize the tables instantly and easily to form a practical meeting
setup.

Easy Tables' unique design is ideal for executive and crowded meetings that
require various setup alternatives.

Multi-Use Desks

You can connect Easy Tables as opposing eachother to form cluster work
environments.

Solutions to serve different
purposes/needs in one room
with minimum storage area.

FOLD-N-NEST Foldable Desk Systems

MODEST - 1

MODEST - 2

AUDREY - 1

AUDREY - 2

CUTE TABLET

CUTE TABLET

ELECTRA - 1

ELECTRA - 2

A crowded meeting.

Cluster Work

Put them together. Form the clusters.

CUTE - 2

Cooperate, discuss and improve.

Group Meeting

Ready for an emergency meeting.

CUTE - 1

Foldable and Nestable Design

FOLD-N-NEST Foldable Chair Systems

Tables

Beta (T-1)

Zeta (Y-2)

Beta (T-1)
(Aluminum Embossed Front Panel)

Front Panels

Optional Accessories

Easy Table
(Metal Embossed Front Panel)

Contact Us:
Fold-N-Nest® is AGK Floor Coverings' registered brand.

